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A Note From the Conductor
Welcome to the world premiere of Lilith the Night Demon, the culmination of a three-year journey that
Veretski Pass and San Francisco Choral Artists have taken together and shared along the way with our
audiences. Little did I know, in the spring of 2012, when I hosted breakfast & brainstorming session
to plan our next collaboration, where that conversation would lead us! Josh mentioned that VP had
started researching the fascinating world of Jewish superstition; I was instantly captivated, and we
presented Omens, Dreams and Curses, as SFCA’s June 2013 season concert. As Josh explored Jewish
superstitions, his research kept him circling back to Adam’s first wife, Lilith – and she refused to be
squashed into a few short choral/klezmer pieces, she needed her own opera! And now, as told by my
co-conspirator, er, collaborator, the rest of the story of the journey to create Lilith, the Night Demon!
– Magen Solomon

An Interview With the Composer
Tell us how this project got started, Josh.
I began researching Jewish superstitions, with a mind to make fun of them. I began by setting a few things that did
have words, such as incantations, and various mystical names of God. But as the research progressed, it dawned on
me that the most powerful superstitions converge upon one terrible event: the sickness and death of newborns. So
in the course of composing the work, my own attitude changed almost 180 degrees, and I used this change of mind
to help structure the work, which moves ambivalently between burlesque comedy and tragic grief. I put myself in the
mindset of a 10th Century Jew transplanted into the modern world, motivated by both medieval terror and modern
cynicism.
So how did you create the libretto?
I began by integrating references to Lilith that I found in the Dead Sea Scrolls, the Bible, the Talmud, and some of the
mystical works of Judaism.Then I also gathered Yiddish aphorisms and curses, and created the text around those, with
smatterings of other quotes, such as one taken from a 16th Century madrigal comedy. In the course of researching
the text, I came across many bizarre beliefs that are embedded in the Jewish canon of beliefs.
Let’s talk about the structure of the work. You mentioned that you took the structure from the “Alphabet of Ben Sira”.
Right, that work is based on the 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet and there are also 22 sections of Lilith.There appears to be a structural connection of the Ben Sira work to the biblical Lamentations of Jeremiah, which feature four
poems also written as acrostics, corresponding to the letters of the Hebrew alphabet. Then, in Lilith, I also composed
an actual alphabet song when Adam names the beasts.
There’s a kaleidoscopic array of musical styles as well.
Yes, there are almost as many musical styles as there are movements, ranging from Croatian island music, to Bulgarian, Albanian, Moldovan, Hutzul music, etc. etc. Cookie and Stu contributed some wonderful compositions in and
around these styles too.

How are you using Klezmer and other East European music in this?
Unabashedly. Ever since Bartók, Stravinsky and Kodály – the so-called Primitivists, the trend has been to “elevate”
folk songs into the modernist realm – to reharmonize them, orchestrate them, obscure their tonality and rhythm, and
basically to relieve them of their folk quality. Okay, we’re doing some of that too, but our skill set as folk performers
drama, this can sound oddly more modern than if we manipulated these all the time.When you listen to Bartok and
you know the sources, sometimes you can’t help but think, “why didn’t he try to get the exact sounds like he heard
hearing an orchestral string section imitating it.These were the guys who thought folk music is better than it sounds.
We take our primitivism seriously in Lilith.
Talk a little bit about magic and how it’s used in the work.
Okay, there are two things about magic that seem to prevail in Jewish thought: One is that demons can be fooled.
You know how at a Jewish wedding when the glass is smashed and everyone yells “mazl tov”? Well, today we’re instructed to remember the destruction of the Second Temple when we witness that, but the older interpretation is that
the smashing of the glass is intended to ward off demons. See, if you have a happy event and something is broken,
the demons are fooled into believing that the act of destruction is already taking place, therefore they don’t need to
attend. It seems so simple! I mean, all you have to do is break something, right? It doesn’t take much to fool those
guys. For instance, just draw a chalk circle around the birthing bed, and the demons won’t cross it! The second idea
of magic is that nothing is as it appears to be.The work itself fools you right away into thinking it is a burlesque. And
it is. But not only. Lurking below the surface is a serious admonition that whatever power is out there, there is no
the work as the atmosphere morphs, but by that time, the audience has laughed enough that it’s left wide open for
the emotional assault.
I’m interested in the extent of your use of magic in the composition and how that actual works on the listener.
Well, the idea of the circle is very important. In several of the movements, I’ve created Möbius strips whereby the end
are also circular motives that permeate the work, sometimes giving the feeling of something ongoing or eternal or
the actual incantations and mystical names that run through the work and are sung by the choir.
At one point I noticed, Adam auctions off Lilith as a sex slave to himself. Is that in the original story?
Okay, you caught me. That’s the only thing that I put in myself. I’ll tell you how that got started: My Canadian friend
Tamara Bernstein sent me a recording of a livestock auctioneer’s chant from Alberta. She said, “Isn’t it unbelievable
how close this sounds to Jewish davening?” That gave me the idea to poke at Jewish prayer a bit and so I created
man, so he’s the only one who could buy her, or sell her for that matter. I’ve never quite understood how creationists
could overlook the fact that, if we take the Bible literally, we’re all the product of incest. I mean, if Cain and Abel were
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the intervention of some male childbearing reproductive apparatus that was left out of the Bible’s description of the
event. Or… one of them would have to have procreated with their mother.Yikes! Anyway, since the story of Lilith itself
is built upon a biblical anomaly, why not build upon that?
What anomaly are you talking about?

Chapter 2:19-22 when Eve suddenly appears. So the author of the Alphabet of Ben Sira used that contradiction to
posit the notion that Adam had a previous wife. It’s alternative Midrash.
How about the artwork of Phil Blank? It seems to match perfectly.
Somehow, Phil managed to lock into the atmosphere of the work with an incredible instinct for the combination of
playfulness, absurdity, beauty and sadness that was in the music and text.There are secrets embedded in his paintings
that you will only see if you look hard and meditate on them. In this way they’re like the narratives of Renaissance
paintings, but whimsical and hilarious too. Midway through the work, we both realized that we had something resembling a graphic novel on our hands, but because it was a libretto, Phil decided to coin a new artform, the “graphic
noveletto.” It became its own art piece, which is why we’ve printed them as zines and are offering them separately at
the performances.The books are annotated too, with copious footnotes of rare cultural stuff.
How does your version of Lilith compare to the feminist one? Is she still a feminist?
Well, she’s still headstrong and refuses to subordinate herself to both Adam and God, so as far as those attributes are
concerned, she’s a feminist. But I don’t think many feminists would want to retain the perverted child killer aspects
of her character that are part of the original story. Also, in later feminist versions of Lilith, say from Judith Plaskow’s
1972 article, “the coming of Lilith,” she becomes friends with Eve and bonds with her in “sisterhood,” stripped of all
that explains the God’s 10 manifestations in the world? Those attributes are crown, wisdom, understanding, kindness,
strength, beauty, victory, awe, foundation and monarchy. But cruelty is the 11th attribute that’s overlooked in that
construct, in my opinion.
There’s an interesting part in the negotiation where Lilith enumerates the reasons why it’s not good to have
daughters, then later why it’s not good to have sons. Where does that come from?
Actually, it’s still from the “Alphabet Ben Sira”, but from the aphorisms, not directly from the story of Lilith. He actually
only warns against having daughters, but I added the part about sons as well, not because I wanted to be egalitarian,
but because I wanted the chance to lambaste boys as well as girls.
Has anyone been offended by your version of Lilith?
One could only hope! A scandal would be wonderful to promote the work. I learned that my threshold (or lack thereof) is
not necessarily the threshold of others, so I think there is a director’s cut lurking in the wings, as I did censor some of the text
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already. It’s interesting, when we performed this at our preview in Canada, some Orthodox folks told us that this would be
people in those communities are very superstitious and run and hide at the mere mention of the name “Lilith.”
Really?
Sure! In fact, there is an industry dedicated to the exploitation of the fears of pregnant women, and if you just look
money is being made on this.
The work ends in unbridled joy, basically a happy ending. Has Lilith been subdued?
That’s almost a joke, though nothing beside the last words of the narrator would tell you that [In the Kalliop movement,
he says, “There Lilith will hoard and lurk”], so I went to the happy place.The irony is that demons are attracted to joy, as
there they can wreak the most havoc. But in human terms we’re solaced by the illusion of happiness, even though we
it gives us at the moment.

The Story of Lilith, the Night Demon
On the 6th day of creation, God has made the animals in pairs and Adam is left to name them as they
parade by him. He becomes horny as they march by, and tries to hump each female. It is not gratifying,
so Adam pleads to God to make a mate for him. God then creates Lilith. Adam wants Lilith beneath him
when they hump, but Lilith refuses. They argue heatedly.
off to the Red Sea, where, at night, she takes on the form of a human and visits men in their dreams in order
to seduce them. With their nocturnal emissions, Lilith creates demon children at the rate of 100 per day.
Back in the Garden of Eden, Adam is mad with rage and randiness now that he once again has no mate
and pleads with God to return Lilith to him. God sends three angels, Sanoy, Sansenoy and Semangelof to
bring Lilith back upon threat of death.
Lilith refuses to go back to Adam, and instead offers a deal: She will have dominion over males for the
or forms of the angels is made to ward her off. With this charm intact, God may destroy Lilith’s demon
children at the rate of 100 per day. Because Lilith has never eaten fruit from the tree of knowledge, she
has eternal life and therefore lays in wait to bring sickness upon children or murder them.
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L I L I T H

THE NIGHT DEMON
IN ONE LEWD ACT
by Joshua Horowitz

Narrator Michael Wex
Lilith Heather Klein
Adam Anthony Russell
Barbershop Quartet William Betts, Ryan Matos
Matthew Scherb, Joey Valkevich
Child Ariel Spagnolo
Angels Danya Clevenger, Tina Harrington, Danni Simon
Orchestra Veretski Pass
Stuart Brotman, Joshua Horowitz, Cookie Segelstein
Conductor Magen Solomon
The Chorus San Francisco Choral Artists
Carri Abrahms, Scott Barton, William Betts,
Danya Clevenger, Tina Harrington, Nathan Hays,
Natasha Hoehn, Kimberly Johnson, Anne Lenkert,
Ryan Matos, Fred Matthews, Margaret Mefford,
Matthew Scherb, Danni Simon, Joseph Tang,
Mary Tusa, Joey Valkevich, Carol Walker, Ben West
Stage Manager Laura Rosenberg
Supertitles Laura Rosenberg
Original Art Phil Blank
Presented in association with San Francisco Friends of Chamber Music’s Musical Grant Program (www.sffcm.org),
Osher-Marin JCC, The Jewish Music Festival, KlezCalifornia, and the City of Menlo Park.
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Program
All compositions by Joshua Horowitz unless otherwise noted.
Uvertur
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Handlen II

Lilith, Angels, Orchestra

Gankino
Dudele
Kindertoytnlid

Lilith, Orchestra

Hutzulka

Orchestra

Passacaglia

Adam, Lilith, Chorus

Zig

Orchestra

Moldovanka

Orchestra

Hopkele

Orchestra
Chorus,Orchestra

composed by Cookie Segelstein

composed by Stuart Brotman
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Lilith
American soprano Heather Klein
interpreting and inhabiting characters, and bringing stories to life. She performs opera, Yiddish
classical song, theater and folk music, as well as other styles, and has performed across the U.S.,
Canada and Europe, as a soloist and with musical groups and opera companies.
Klein has focused on Yiddish classical song. Highlights include singing with mentors Three
Yiddish Divas, touring with the National Yiddish Theatre-Folksbiene, and working on new
music. She has produced and released two Yiddish musical albums, including, most recently, Shifreles
Portret: A Yiddish Art Song Project
cy in Budapest where she researched sheet music, collaborated in concert with Hungarian musicians, and
had her residency performance at the Balint Haz JCC on display for several weeks in a notable museum.
For the last four years, Klein has performed Yiddish art song in New York City at YIVO Institute for Jewish
Research and as a part of the Sidney Krum Young Artist Series. In Boston, she played the role of Rosie in the
world-premiere of Ravensbruek Project, a cabaret opera based on the Holocaust. This May, Klein appears
soloist and B’nei Mitzvah tutor at Congregation Beth Am in Los Altos Hills. Klein earned her Bachelor’s and
Master’s from the San Francisco Conservatory of Music.

Adam
Coast premiere of Anthony Davis's X: The Life and Times of Malcolm X and the world premiere of Philip Glass's Appomattox with the San Francisco Opera Company.

nigunim and Yiddish art song. Anthony's continuing development of Belarsky's repertoire has brought him
to the stages of the JCC in Manhattan, Symphony Space, the Ashkenaz Festival and Ideacity Conference in
Toronto, KlezKanada in the Laurentians and the Montreal Jewish Music Festival.
At these concerts, Russell will premiere the role of the frustrated Adam in Joshua Horowitz' one-act opera
-

Child
with honors from kindergarten, pre-school, day-school, home-school, and is currently enrolled in grade-school.
When Ariel is not resting from playing violin, mandolin, piano and singing, he’s playing violin, mandolin, piano and singing. Ariel does not want to burden the reader with his long list
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Narrator
Author of Born to Kvetch, bon vivant and raconteur, Michael Wex
Born to Kvetch, the bestselling book ever written about Yiddish, was hailed by The New York Times
other books, among them Just Say Nu and How To Be A Mentsh (and Not A Shmuck) were
described as "great for the Jews" by The Literary Review of Canada. His novel, Shlepping
the Exile,
A native of Lethbridge, Alberta, Wex has worked in virtually every area of contemporary Yiddish. Some of
his songs have been recorded by such klezmer bands as Sukke, The Flying Bulgars, and the Grammy-winning Klezmatics. He has been a columnist for New York's Jewish Week and a commentator on the Yiddish
radio show sponsored by The Forward.
Wex's teaching and lecture activities--a unique combination of learning, stand-up comedy and probing
investigation into the nature of Yiddish and Yiddishkayt--have taken him from Toronto to Budapest, and
to many points in between. His approach is so unique and appealing that his annual series of classes at
Wex's instigation.
le Moykher Sforim’s The Wishing Ring to Sholem Aleykhem’s Classic Yiddish Stories. Wex is also an
accomplished translator into Yiddish. He has done the only such translation of The Threepenny Opera
authorized by the authors’ estates, and has also translated songs by such artists as Holly Near, Gloria Gaynor, Irving Berlin, Harold Arlen, Bob Dylan and scores of others. His uncredited work lies at the heart of
Mandy Patinkin’s Mamaloshen CD.

Conductor - Artistic Director, San Francisco Choral Artists
Magen Solomon cultivates engagements with living composers to bridge the gulf between
composer, performer, and audience. Under her leadership, SFCA established its Composer-in-Residence and Composer-Not-in-Residence programs, Composers Invitational program, and the New Voices Project to help foster the careers of composers under age 30, and
the ensemble has released 3 CDs that feature works by Bay Area composers.
Solomon is active across the US and abroad as clinician, teacher, and guest conductor, and
has collaborated on performances of major choral works with Michael Tilson Thomas, Kent Nagano, Nicolas McGegan, Christoph von Dohnányi, Helmuth Rilling, and Michael Morgan, among others.
Solomon is also Artistic Director of the Stockton Chorale and Master Chorale, and served as Music Director
of the Oakland Symphony Chorus for 12 years. She taught at the University of Southern California from 2004Choral Journal, and has published a scholarly edition of 16th-c. German partsongs.
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Orchestra
Veretski Pass

- Joshua Horowitz, Cookie Segelstein, and Stuart Brotman - is a trio of Jewish Music veterans

Their output spans the ultra-traditional to the avant garde.

Composer, Librettist, and Instrumentalist
Joshua Horowitz, chromatic button accordion, cimbalom and piano, received his Masters degree in Composition and Music Theory from the Academy of Music in Graz, Austria, where
he taught Music Theory and served as Research Fellow and Director of the Yiddish Music
Research Project for eight years.
position, Tenebrae. Following his children’s Opera, Der Wilde Man,
ASCAP competition. While teaching at the Graz Academy of Music he was awarded both The David Herzog
and Fritz Spielman Awards, and received ongoing support from Louise M. Davies for his dedication to music
Some of my best friends are...
Jewish / Muslim, awarded the Sandford St. Martin Trust Religious Broadcasting Award and is also featured
The Holocaust Tourist.
Horowitz is the founder and director of the ensemble Budowitz, a founding member of Veretski Pass, and
has performed and recorded with Itzhak Perlman, The Vienna Chamber Orchestra, Theodore Bikel, Ben
Goldberg, Rubin and Horowitz, Brave Old World, Adrienne Cooper and Ruth Yaakov. His recordings with
Veretski Pass, Budowitz, the Vienna Chamber Orchestra, Rubin & Horowitz and Alicia Svigals, have
achieved international recognition and he is the recipient of more than 40 awards for his work as both
composer and performer. In 2001, Horowitz’s group, Budowitz, was chosen by the Austrian government to
represent the country in the International Celebration of World Cultures held at the House of the Cultures
of The World in Berlin.
Horowitz taught Advanced Jazz Theory at Stanford University with the late saxophonist Stan Getz and is a
regular teacher at KlezKamp, KlezKanada, KlezCalifornia, and the Klezmer Festival Fürth. His musicological work is featured in four books, including The Sephardic Songbook with Aron Saltiel and The Ultimate
Klezmer, and he has written numerous articles on the counterpoint of J.S. Bach.
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Violin, Viola, and additional compositions
Cookie Segelstein, violin and viola, received her Masters degree in Viola from The Yale School
principal in The New Haven Symphony, as well as on the music faculty at Southern Connecticut
State Univ. She is the founder and director of Veretski Pass, a member of Budowitz, The Youngers
of Zion with Henry Sapoznik, and has performed with Kapelye, The Klezmatics, Frank London,
Klezmer Fats and Swing, the Klezmer Mountain Boys, and The Klezmer Conservatory Band.
world, including at Yale Univ., Univ. of Wisconsin in Madison, and at Klezmerwochen in Germany. She is a regular
staff member at Living Traditions' KlezKamp, KlezKanada, KlezCalifornia, Klezmer Festival Fürth, and Klezfest
London, and has appeared at Centrum's Festival of American Fiddle Tunes in Washington. She was featured on the
ABC documentary, A Sacred Noise,
Everybody’s Fine starring Robert De Niro, and
heard on HBO’s Sex and the City and in several recordings including
and
with Orchestra New England in The Orchestral Music of Charles Ives, Hazònes with Frank London, A Living Tradition with Moldovan clarinetist German Goldenshteyn, Fleytmuzik with Adrianne Greenbaum, and Budowitz Live.
Segelstein is publisher of The Music of... series of klezmer transcriptions and active as a Holocaust educator
and curriculum advisor. She is on the boards of the North California Viola Society, and the American String

Cello, Bass, Drum, Tilinca, Slide whistle, and additional compositions
Stuart Brotman is an accomplished performer, arranger and recording artist in the ethnic music

Admired as a versatile soloist and sensitive accompanist in traditional and pop music circles, Brotman has toured and recorded with Canned Heat, Kaleidoscope, and Geoff and Maria Muldaur,
and played cimbalom on Ry Cooder’s Jazz, which premiered at Carnegie Hall. He appeared in
the Los Angeles production of Joshua Sobol’s Ghetto, the SF production of Shlemiel the First, by Isaac Bashevis
Singer, played cimbalom in The Postman Always Rings Twice, and contrabass balalaika in Love Affair.
Brotman has been recording, touring, and teaching New Jewish Music with the world class ensemble, Brave Old
Itzhak Perlman, in the Fiddler’s
House, and the 2010 documentary, Song of the Lodz Ghetto, with the music of Brave Old World. He produced
The Klezmorim's Grammy nominated album, Metropolis, has recorded with The Klezmorim, Kapelye, Andy
Statman, the Klezmer Conservatory Band, Davka, The San Francisco Klezmer Experience, and Khevrisa.
He holds a B.A. in music with a concentration in Ethnomusicology from the UCLA and has taught at KlezKamp,
Buffalo on the Roof, Balkan Music and Dance Workshops, KlezKanada, KlezCalifornia, numerous European
festivals and institutes, including Oxford University, Klezfest London, Yiddish Summer Weimar, Klezmer Festival Fürth, and the Krakow Jewish Festival.
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San Francisco Choral Artists
SFCA is a chamber ensemble specializing in innovative programming, performance excellence, and
fostering the work of living composers. SFCA’s classically trained singers work as musicians, teachers
of music, and in other professions all across the Bay Area.
America Award for Adventurous Programming. The ensemble offers audiences 3-4 concert sets per
season in locations across the SF Bay Area, showcasing new works by living composers programmed
alongside masterworks from the choral repertoire. While SFCA performs mostly unaccompanied, the
ensemble also cultivates unusual collaborations.

Barbershop Quartet
Tenor Ryan Matos recently moved to Oakland from
and west coasts about which many Californians are unin the Bay Area. He’s sung with the St. Louis Symphony Chorus and Isthmus Vocal Ensemble, and his vocal
and solo/duet piano studies perfectly complemented
ing improv classes, tracking mud around his house after
long hikes, or obsessing over Korean food.
Matthew Scherb learned the joys of choral singing as
a soprano in Mrs. Szeles’ 3rd grade music class. Now
a baritone, he has also sung with the Yale Glee Club,
Musica Sacra, Master Chorale of Washington, and International Orange Chorale. He directed Northwestern
Law School’s a cappella group, Habeas Chorus, and
has guest directed International Orange Chorale. Matt
is an attorney and lives in San Francisco.

Lafayette native Joey Valkevich graduated from
Gonzaga Univ. in 2011 with a Finance degree and a
minor in jazz trumpet. He has performed with the
Gonzaga Univ. Choir and Chamber Singers, The
Tosca
Magic
Flute
Requiem with the Spokane Symphony and Gonzaga
Univ. choirs.
William Betts began his musical training at age nine
playing trumpet in the school band. This experience fostered a love of music that continued while enrolled at the
in low brass, while also pursuing voice training. After
graduating with a BM in Music Management, he moved
back to the Bay Area, where he has sung with SF RenaisMusica. He also continues to play trombone, euphonium,
and tuba with groups throughout the Bay Area.

Angel trio
A recent transplant to the Bay
Area, Danni Simon is studying
for her Ph.D. in Musicology at
UC Berkeley. She has an M.A.
in Musicology from the University of Chicago, and has enjoyed
teaching drama, music and philosophy in Chicago and Santiago,
Chile. She is very excited to sing

Seattle native Danya Clevenger fell
in love with performing contemporary
choral music as a member of the Esoterics, the Fisher Ensemble and choirs
at the Univ. of Washington. She holds
a BM in Choral Music Education from
the Univ. of Puget Sound. She works for
a small education non-profit in SF and
enjoys Oakland neighborhood walks
with her three-legged dog, Valentino.
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Tina Harrington, a San Frandirects the UC Berkeley Section
Club Chorus, the Distaff Singers
is alto soloist at Piedmont Community Church. She loves teaching choral music to inspiring high
school students at The College
Preparatory School in Oakland.

Carri Abrahms

and Voci del Tesoro; highlights include tours of England and France, SFCA recording and performance
collaborations including a variety of composers, and
dancer, cruise ship singer, dot-bomb project manager, instrumental groups. Sharing gourmet food and wine
etc. She has sung with SF Symphony Chorus, Philhar- with fellow Choral Artists is a bonus.
Fred Matthews received a vocal music degree from
n-roll accordion band Those Darn Accordions. But SF State, taught in schools and churches, met wife
her favorite gig is singing silly songs to her daughter. Pam singing in the SF Symphony chorus, and sang
Scott Barton is happy to call himself a choir geek. in many other bay area choirs. Fred now works as a
A proud graduate of Pennsylvania State University, carpenter, continues to do music in various settings,
he has a Bachelors degree in Music Education with a and studies voice with Ruth Rainero.
Choral Emphasis and a Masters in Choral Conduct- Margaret Mefford has been a member of SFCA
ing. He has taught in public schools in Virginia and
Pennsylvania and is happy to now be the Choral Di- often hilarious camaraderie and the opportunity to try
rector at Moreau Catholic High School in Hayward. out new recipes for this food-loving group! Her choral
Nathan Hays sang with the SF Boys Chorus when he
was wee and started pursuing a vocal degree but was
lured away by the twinkling lights of the computer
lab. Years later, he decided he should start singing on
purpose again and so studied with the world renowned
Jimmy Kansau. He’s sung with International Orange
Chorale, St. Dominic’s Solemn Choir, and performs every other summer for the Grand Tetons Music Festival.

career began by ditching her church children’s choir,
joined the SF Girl’s Chorus, and later earned a BM
from SFSU. She resides in San Mateo with her husband and two children.
Joseph J Tang is excited to be singing in his second
season with SFCA! A New England native, he sang in
Boston with Coro Allegro and the Tanglewood Festival Chorus before landing in beautiful San Francisco,
where he also sings with the San Francisco Symphony Chorus. Along with being immersed in choral
polyphony, he loves discovering the incredible landscape of the Bay Area in perpetual sandal weather.

Mezzo Natasha Hoehn directs and performs a wide
range of musical and theatrical art forms from opera
to bluegrass. She’s working on two theater pieces, a
one-woman show and a stage play, and performing
in a six-member blues band, Chord on Blue. Natasha
is a graduate of Yale University and SF Conserva- Mary Tusa is a former member of The Peninsula
tory, and is the founding artistic director of Musae Women’s Chorus. She has been a soloist with the
women’s vocal ensemble. She has also recently discovered the joys of gardening.
Soprano Kimberly Johnson joined SFCA in 2012.
She also sings with the chamber choir Convivium
and has toured around the world with the Stanford
Chamber Chorale. By day, she leads user experience
at AltSchool, a startup focused on building a better
elementary school experience.

Carol Walker, soprano, sang in Woodes So Wylde
Renaissance consort, was an eight-year member of
the Stockton Chorale/Master Chorale, sang in Moe
Cappella, a cappella quartet, and has taught music

Ben West grew up singing and became addicted to
Anne Lenkert so enjoys participating in the vibrant the choral arts in high school. When Ben isn’t reBay Area choral music community. Past associations hearsing or otherwise making music you can probainclude Berkeley Chamber Singers, Chorus Cappella
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Please consider donating to Lilith The Night Demon TONIGHT! Just place it in the envelope
from your program and hand it to any staff person before you leave the hall. If you prefer to

Thanks to Our Patrons!
Gifts received between July 1, 2013- April 15, 2014
Government
Grants for the Arts/ San Francisco Hotel Tax Fund
Foundation
The Ann & Gordon Getty Foundation
Zellerbach Family Foundation
Corporate Matching
AT&T Foundation
Cadence Design Systems, Inc
IBM International Foundation
Microsoft Foundation
Salesforce.com Foundation

Pam & Fred Matthews
Pamela & John Sebastian
Yuri Sebata-Dempster
Doug Wyatt & Maureen Stone
Sarah Vardigans
Goangshiuan Shawn Ying
Benefactor ($500-$999)
Laura Barton-Holding
Carla Blumberg
Anonymous
John Doppke
Nathan Hays
Anne Lenkert
Stefan Puchalski
Bob & Kati Rader
Mayo Tsuzuki
Carol & Bill Walker

Conductor’s Circle ($10,000 +)
The Nixon Family, in memory of Roger Nixon
Seraphim ($5,000-$9,999)
Anonymous
Natalie Churchill & Wally Wanagaitis

Ben West

Angel ($2,500-$4,999)
Carl Boe
Tina Harrington
Janet Garvin & Bob Shumaker
Mary K. Tusa

Patron ($250-$499)
Scott Barton
Gail Coney
Deborah & David Frangquist
Anne & Stephen Janzer
Michael Kaulkin,
Cantus Firmus web solutions
Judith Kunofsky

Sponsor ($1,000-$2,499)
John Kelley
Jim & Norma Martinez-Palmer
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Ann McCown
Andrew Muchin & Laura Rosenberg
Meli Solomon
Douglas Underwood,
in memory of Sally Underwood
Natalie Wisniewski

Mel & Valerie Behrendt, Jr.
Thomas Belick & Margaret Kallman
Cécile Briar
Brenda Brody
Sondra & Gordon Clark
Eleanor Cohen
Colleen Derr
Adrianne Greenbaum
Susan Hall
Christine Hoex
Carol Ann Hudson
Kurt Grote & Amy Stuart Hunn
Andrea Julian
Mary Ellen King & Robert De Leo
Martin Lazar
Lolly Lewis
David Lichtenstein
Anne McCarthy
Kirke & Donata Mechem
David Miller & Norm Proctor
Wayne Peterson
Maya Rath & Jonathan Ring
in honor of Magen Solomon
RL & BJ Reed
Deborah S. Rose, MD
Rosemary Sanders
Lily Segelstein
Miriam Seglin
Lisa Spivak
Carol R. Strand
Robert Lee Stuart
Susan Swerdlow
Benjamin Wald
Leonard Weiss
Howard & Prudence Wise

Friend ($100-$249)
Anonymous
Wendy & Joel Bartlett
Lindsey Beaven
Herbert Bielawa
John & Lu Bingham
Bruce Bixler & Caroline Beverstock
Jan Clayton
Kenneth & Susan Gundry
Sheryl Heckmann
Brian Holmes
Romain Kang
Carol Kersten & Markus Aschwanden
Carol Kinney & Sharon Silveri
Marian Kohlstedt & Gary Smith
Carl C. Kohnert, Jr & Kathleen Mohn
Delilah Lee Lewis
Drs. John & Penny Loeb
Kathleen Mulligan
Theresa Nelson & Bernard Smits
Harriet Smith, in memory of Ed Rentner
Benjamin Taylor
Gregory & Kathy Wait
Rita & Sandy Walsh-Wilson
Robert N. Ward
Judy Wilkinson
Associate ($5-$99)
Anonymous
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